1880-81

1880 : After 14 years at the Prince
of Wales, Marie Wilton and
Squire Bancroft have moved to the
Haymarket. Following their own
record of radical change and
increasing the gentility of theatregoing, they have abolished the
Haymarket’s 2/- pit places, and
completely replaced these with
10/- stalls.
The “Pittites”
protested loudly on the opening
night, causing a delay in the
starting time of the performance.

1881: The Savoy Theatre in the Strand has been designed and built by Richard D’Oyly Carte,
the manager of the Opera-Comique. The theatre seats 1000 in three tiers and is exquisitely
appointed with delicate colouring and a quilted silk curtain. The main talking point, however, is
its use of electrical lighting throughout the theatre. Not only are the exterior and the front-ofhouse areas lit by electricity, for the first time all the stage lighting is electrical.
The opening performances of “Patience” by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan - transferred from
the Opera-Comique - were keenly observed by the public and the profession alike. Everyone
was anxious to know whether electricity was an improvement on the gas-lighting which is used
throughout the rest of the theatre industry. The general view is that electrical light is harsh and
unflattering. It is all too bright and too lacking in the shadows which give “atmosphere” to a
play. Some critics have suggested this is Mr D’Oyly Carte indulging a personal whim for the
novelty value, and no other theatres are expected to follow suit.
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1880:
Adelaide Neilson,
considered to be the best Juliet and
Viola of present times, has died at
the tragically early age of 36. Her
two visits to America in 1872 and
last year, had spread her fame
wide, and she is widely mourned
on both sides of the Atlantic.

1881, 18 Oct : With no seeming
justification for the “Royal” in the
title, the Comedy Theatre has
opened in Panton Street. It is gaslit
in spite of the new fashion
promoted by the Savoy.

1880: The 61 year old Theatre
Royal, Dublin has been destroyed
by fire.

1880:
The best known and
possibly the first of London's song
and supper rooms has closed after
60 years. It no longer meets
today’s safety requirements and
has been refused a licence.

1880: The old Victoria Theatre in
Waterloo has fallen on hard times
in recent years. It has been forced
to sink to the level of a lurid and
cheap “blood-tub”. It has now
been taken over by Miss Emma
Cons, a social reformer, who
intends to transform it into a
“cheap and decent place of
amusement on strict temperance
lines”

1881: The Princess’s Theatre, Oxford Street, began life in 1828 as the Royal Bazaar and was
rebuilt after a fire the following year as the Queen’s Bazaar. It was converted into the Court
Theatre around 1836 and became known as the Princess’s in 1840. It was enlarged two years
later as an opera house, and from 1850, under the management of Charles Kean, was called
the Royal Princess’s. This building was closed down and demolished last year, and a splendid
replacement has been built on the site. The opening production was “Hamlet” - part of the
Edwin Booth season.

1880 : From November of last year
until March of this year most of
London has been shrouded in a fog
which never lifted.
The thick
smoky fog increased in intensity as
each evening fell, turning murky
day into impenetrable night. It was
said that the darkness of the streets
had led to a wave of criminal
activity, making it unsafe to travel
even a short distance. Many people
simply stopped going out for the
evening.
This has caused a
calamitous drop in business for
theatres and music halls.

1881: In the past ten years no fewer than 76
theatres have opened outside London. Some of
these have been renovations and enlargements of
existing premises, and the best estimate seems to
suggest there are now nearly 300 major theatres in
British towns and cities outside London.
London itself has seen 17 new theatres in the past
decade, the majority of them in the city’s suburbs.
The overall total of major London venues is now
around 115. Many of these are music halls and
variety houses, but this figure excludes the saloons
and halls attached to public houses. These smaller
venues, once enormously popular, seem to be
closing in large numbers due to the competition
from the more lavish and comfortable variety
theatres.

